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The Quest For Identity In Adrienne Kennedy's 
"Funnyhouse of a Negro" 
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persistently confronts is what is termed ‘double consciousness,’ which 

 
The word ‘identity’ was originally taken from the Latin root idem, 

ing “the same.” The term is double faced in that it indicates similarity 

ne’s belonging to a social group. 

the context. In fact, “the self is a c

identity” (Hecht. Et al, 48).

that the term ‘identity’ is broadly used in academic, media, and other 
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More important is that “talking about identity in this 

prerogatives, tensions and conflicts” (ibid). This statement betrays the fact 

one’s forebears in representations of the history of the nation. Inclusion is 

n and reconstruction of one’s identity. African 

Funnyhouse of a Negro �

history, focusing on the politics of the black woman’s search for identity. 

remarked that “My plays are meant to be states of mind”
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forefront of her priorities, “I feel overwhelmed by family problems and 

confusion and questions stemming from childhood”

In a postmodern age, Kennedy’s texts seem quintessential: fragmented, 

Kennedy’s plays are expressionist in their subjectivity, with inner 

Funnyhouse of a Negro
illustrative of Kennedy’s treatment of the question of iden
throes of dissociation. Sarah’s room, the funnyhouse, indicates the 
imaginary world in which she lives. It consists of “rows or walls of mirrors 

altogether” (Kolin, 35).

In a funny house, one’s id
truthful, or comforting. Representation in Kennedy’s funnyhouse leads to 
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at herself or at others. In this funnyhouse of her mind, Sarah’s fear and 

Conceived of as the most significant symbol used by Kennedy, “the 
funnyhouse, then, becomes the perfect surrealistic setting for Sarah’s 
dreams”

of a Negro deals with the story of Sarah, “a plain, pallid 
NEGRO WOMAN,” (Funnyhouse, 29) who becomes fragmented through 

father has sexually assaulted her white mother. Before Sarah’s b
parents marry and upon the advice of her father’s mother, a woman who 

Sarah’s mother seems to separate h

Sarah’s disorientated identity and her racial consciousness. She oscillates 

ing situation ‘in betweenness’ (Tyson, 421).
Boucher argues that “Kennedy’s protagonists are de

nationalist pride, as they oscillate between two polarities”

“
lightest. I am in between. But my father is the darkest” (Funnyhouse, 17).

ah’s personal and cultural displacement, 
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fragmentation. As Wilkerson argues, Sarah’s personal identity crisis is “at 

confrontation between white Europeans and black Africans” (Wilkerson, 

‘unhomedness’ by some critics (Tyson, 421). She goes on to add that 
being “unhomed” is not the same as being homeless. “To be unhomed is to 

so to speak”
Funnyhouse presents the idea of a “light

skinned Negro woman’s mental anguish and search for a sense of identity”
“An ‘identity’ sometimes becomes an ‘object’ that a 

has or feels he has lost, and starts to search for” (Laing, 65).

landlady’s words:
She’

imprisonment and displacement. The play has “the center of the stage 
works well as Sarah’s room, allowing the rest of the stage as the place for 
herselves” (11). Sarah’s room is “a symbol for the subconscious existenc

remains tormented on account of her past” (Sarada, 101). Each self has 

Barnsley Brown, “Sarah occup

unified conception of self” (Brown, 281).
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Sarah’s father represents the painful and soul

experience of her white mother’s rape. She cannot imagine the same thing 
happening to her. Sarah’s patriphobia is profoundly rooted in her thinking, 
“He haunted my very conception. He was a wild black beast who 

Sarah’s divided personality, the critic Maratha Gilman Bower rightly argues 
that “Adrienne Kenn
nightmares through this character” (Bower, 12).

Unlike her father, Sarah’s mother is the title of love and artistic 

The image of the mother in Sarah’s mind can explain her own dislodged 

raping of the “black beast,” a term which carries the cultural implication of 

Women, Race, and Class
the issue of slavery, argues that “Rape was a weapon of 

slave women's will to resist, and in the process, to demoralize their men” 
American women’s drama, th

“the Black Rape Tragedy”. 
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Sarah’s profession as a poet causes her much agony, because she is a

Edith Sitwell. Sarah’s great efforts to achieve wholeness and identity, and 

“need [s] them as an embankment to keep me 
upon the fact that I am a Negro”(14). “All ‘identities’ require another: some 

The other by his or her actions may impose on self an unwanted identity” 

The Divided Self: An Existential Study in 
Sanity and Madness
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attachment between the self and the body. Laing states that “The body is 

of the individual's own being” (Laing, The Divided, 69). Such a detachment 

Elsewhere, Laing argues that the relationship to the Other “threatens 
the individual with the loss of identity”
that “A firm sense of one’s own autonomous identity is required in order 
that one may be related as one human being to another” (Ibid).

external forces caused by such challenges, “a battle is waged in Sarah 
a real self” (

Kennedy’s division of Funnyhouse
poised to show Sarah’s fragmented and disconnected identity. Her story is 
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– –33 AD). Kennedy’s 
historification of Sarah’s phantasmagorical (fantastic and deceptive or 

American culture and literature. In actual fact, Sarah’s view of 
history “is shaped and selected by her personal ideology which itself has 

” (McDonough, 175). Sarah is the 

The Duchess of Hapsburg represents Sarah’s maddening obsession 

of Sarah’s contradictory selves. Historically, he is an outstanding figure in 

Kolin maintains that Lumumba “symbolizes her martyrdom, too, by 

victims of violence in Kennedy’s canon” (Kolin, 44).

identity. What complicates the matter is the masculinity of Sarah’s role. Her 
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Kennedy’s sense of identity, and she reveals her own experience 

had a profound impact on Kennedy’s construction of Sarah’s identity. 

significance to portray Sarah’s psychological conflict: “In my play I would 

thoughts. The statue would reveal my character’s secrets to herself” 

means much to Sarah’s quest for identity. 
Of greater interest to grasp Kennedy’s representation of the much 

breaking sense of identity. She says, quoting her mother, “I want you to be 
Jesus, to walk in Genesis and save the race ”(19). “ In Sarah’s nightmare, 

whose mother [believes] him to be a “ a savior of the 
race” and hoped “he would be Christ but he failed”(22). In the last scene, 
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This passage raises a salient point about Sarah’s different identities. 

These characters are witnesses to what happens to Sarah. “Positioned 
within the play as powerful spectators, capable of erasing Sarah’s “truths” 

these characters, must have “missed something” (Spencer, 27)
Sarah has really “missed” is her own identity. She seems totally paralyzed 

devoid of any meaning. “By writing Funnyhouse, Kennedy cleansed herself 

African history” (Robinson, 132).
In Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a Negro, the female character appears 

a “space” for the contradictory selves she has. Kennedy presents h
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Sarah’s clash of hy
In Funnyhouse of a Negro, Sarah exemplifies black woman’s 
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